SHIVVERS

GRAIN LEVEL INDICATOR
LOW GRAIN SHUT OFF
PARTS MANUAL

GLI

LGSO
Grain Level Indicator
261A-001A

Inside Left
E-5068
Relay, 3PDT 10 AMP

Inside Back
* E-5078 Mercury Switch
- 261-040A Switch Arm Assy.
- E-5082 Rubber Shield
- 8-pl. Terminal Bd.

Inside Right
E-6131 Lamp

E-5081 Switch, SPDT Center Off
E-5009-01 Switch Plate On/Off/Auto

* E-5078 Mercury Switch is located on the 261-040A Switch Arm Assy.

::: Inside of Box Flattened for Easy Part Identification :::.
Low Grain Shutoff
590A-001A

* E-5078 Mercury Switch

261-040A Switch Arm Assy.

261-011P Rubber Shield

E-5512 Terminal Bd. 2 Pt.

This Terminal Bd. and Rocker Switch Loom are included with the LGSO, but they install in the Compact Control Center in the locations provided.

* E-5078 Mercury Switch is located on the 261-040A Switch Arm Assy.
E-5079 Mtg. Clip (Merc. Switch)

Low Grain Shut Off Terminal Strip (E-5584 Term. Bd. 3 Pt.)

E-5753 DPDT (Rocker Switch)

:::: Inside of Box Flattened for Easy Part Identification ::::